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...for safe powering of 
sensitive electronics!

 7000W  27.1 6500W 4 Stroke OHV 68 Electric 23L 10hrs  2 - 700 x 550 x 550 80kg
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32A socket for
household backup

Powerful 4 stroke
OHV Powerdyne
engine

23L Fuel tank
with easy grip
fuel cap

Solid, Wheels for 
Rugged Worksites 

68dB @ 7m. Reduced 
engine speed - increased 
life and lower sound level

One touch easy 
starting, 

Output & Status 
Monitor Digital Display

With 7000W maximum output the GT7005EFI is perfect for home back-up, construction site or emergencies where perfect 
power is essential. Being inverter, it is safe to run sensitive electronics such as computers, and also produces enough output 
to keep your main household appliances up and running for up to 10hrs in the event of a power outage. The 32amp outlet 
means you can connect the full capacity of the generator through this single socket - great for running welding machines 
or connection to a house power system.  This unit is also designed to operate with an Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS).
An ATS will automatically detect loss of mains power in the event of a power failure, start the generator and switch over 
to the generator power supply. No need to get out the in the cold and dark to pull start your machine during a power cut!

The GT7005EFI is the first model in the GT Power range to feature revolutionary new EFI (Electronic Fuel Injection) technology. 
The fuel injection into the engine is precisely controlled by a computer module, giving huge advantageous over traditional 
mechanical carburettor technology

Lifting Arm

Single Phase - 230V

NEW!
Electronic Fuel Injected Engine

Heavy Duty Steel Frame
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Enjoy the benefits

of EFI TechnologyEnjoy the benefits

of EFI Technology

• Fuel Savings - Save 35%
• Lower emissions by over 80%
• Lower noise levels
• 12% Power output increase 
  from the same engine CC 


